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as long as these operations are not violating onstraints expliitly stated bythe individuals whose data are used. The onus of expliitly limiting the aess toone's data is on the data owner: this approah is alled \opting-out". It is widelyfelt (e.g. [8℄) that a better approah would be opting-in, where data ould onlybe olleted with an expliit onsent for the olletion and spei� usage fromthe data owner.Another maro onept is the Use Limitation Priniple (ULP), stating thatthe data should be used only for the expliit purpose for whih it has beenolleted. It has been noted, however, that \...[ULP℄ is perhaps the most diÆultto address in the ontext of data mining or, indeed, a host of other appliationsthat bene�t from the subsequent use of data in ways never ontemplated orantiipated at the time of the initial olletion." [7℄.At the tehnial level, there has been several attempts to address privay on-erns related to data olletion by websites, and subsequent mining of this data.The main suh proposal is the Platform for Privay Preferenes (P3P) standard,developed by the WWW Consortium [11℄. The main idea behind the P3P is astandard by whih websites, olleting data from the users, will desribe theirpoliies and ULPs in XML. Users, or their browsers, will then deide whether thesite's data usage is onsistent with the user's onstraints on the use of their data,whih an also be spei�ed as part of a P3P privay spei�ation. Although P3Pseems to be a step in the right diretion, it has some well-known shortomings.Firstly, the ore of a P3P de�nition for a given website is the desription of aULP, alled the P3P poliy �le. This poliy �le desribes, in unrestrited natu-ral language, what data is olleted on this site, how it is used, with whom it isshared, and so on. There are no provisions for enforement of the P3P poliies,and it seems that suh provisions ould not be inorporated into P3P: the poliydesription in natural language annot be automatially veri�ed. The seondweakness, noted by [6℄, is the fat that while P3P provides tools for opting-out,it does not provide tools for opting-in.The data mining ommunity has devoted relatively little e�ort to addressthe privay onerns at the tehnial level. A notable exeption is the work ofR. Agrawal and R. Srikant [2℄. In that paper the authors propose a proedurein whih some or all numerial attributes are perturbed by a randomized valuedistortion, so that both the original values and their distributions are hanged.The proposed proedure then performs a reonstrution of the original distribu-tion. This reonstrution does not reveal the original values of the data, and yetallows the learning of deision trees whih are omparable in their performaneto the trees built on the original, \open" data. A subsequent paper [1℄ showsa reonstrution method whih, for large data sets, does not entail informationloss with respet to the original distribution. Although this proposal, urrentlylimited to real-valued attributes (so not overing personal data suh as SSN,phone numbers et.) goes a long way towards proteting private data of an indi-vidual, the onus of perturbing the data and guaranteeing that the original datais not used rests with the organization performing the data mining. There is nomehanism ensuring that privay is indeed followed by them.



In this paper we propose a di�erent approah to enfore data ownership,understood as full ontrol of the use of the data by the person whom the datadesribes. The proposed mehanism an support both the opt-out and the opt-inapproah to data olletion. It uses a symboli representation of poliies, whihmakes poliies enforeable. Consequently, the proposed approah is a step intothe diretion of veri�able ULPs.2 Overall IdeaThe main idea of the proposed approah is the following proess:1. Individuals make symboli statements desribing what an and/or annotbe done with spei� data about them. These permissions are attahed totheir data.2. Data mining and database software heks and respets these statements.In order to obtain a guarantee that 2) holds regardless of who performs the datamining/database operations, we propose the following additional steps:a. Data mining software developers provide, with their software, tools andbuilding bloks with whih users of the software an build theorems in aformal language (with proofs), stating that the software respets the user'spermissions.b. An independent organization is, on request, allowed (remote) aess to theenvironment that inludes the data mining software and the theorems withthe proofs, and by running a proof heker in this environment it an verifythat the permissions are indeed respeted by the software.We an express this idea more formally as a high-level pseudo-ode, to whihwe will refer in the remainder of the paper. We assume that in our privay-oriented data mining senario there are the following players and objets:1. C, an individual (viewed at the same time as a driver, a patient, a student,a onsumer, et.)2. a set of databases D ontaining reords on di�erent aspets of C's life, e.g.driving, health, eduation, shopping, video rentals , et.3. a set of algorithms and data mining proedures A, involving reords anddatabases from D, e.g. join of two database tables, indue a lassi�ationtree from examples, et.4. a set (language) of permissions P for using data. P is a set of rules (state-ments) about elements of D and A. C develops her own set of permissions byhoosing and/or ombining elements of P and obtains a PC . PC enfores C'sownership of the data. e.g. \my banking reord shall not be ross-referened(joined) with my video rental reord" or \I agree to be in a deision treeleaf only with at least 100 other reords". Here, we view PC as a statementwhih is (or an be translated to) a prediate on programs expressed in aformal logi.



5. Org is an organization, e.g. a data mining onsultany, performing operationsa 2 A on a large dataset ontaining data about many Cs.6. S is the soure ode of a 2 A, belonging to the data mining tool developer,and B is the exeutable of S. S may reside somewhere else than at Org's,while B resides with Org.7. A erti�able link L(B;S) exists between B and S, i.e. Org and V eri (seebelow) may verify that indeed S = soure ode of B.8. PC(S) is then a theorem stating that S is a program satisfying onstraintsand/or permissions on the use of data about C.9. H is a proof heker apable of heking proofs of theorems PC(S).10. V eri, a Veri�er, is a generally trusted organization whose mandate here isto hek that Org does not breah C's permission.The following behavior of the players C, Org and V eri in a typial data miningexerise is then provably respetful of the permissions of C with respet to theirdata:1. Org wants to mine some data from D (suh that C's reords are involved)with B. This data is referred to as dataC .2. dataC omes pakaged with a set of C's permissions: dataC jj PC .3. Org was given by the data mining tool developer (or Org itself has built) aproof R(S; PC) that S respets PC whenever C's data is proessed. Conse-quently, due to 7) above, B also respets PC .4. Org makes R(S; PC) visible to V eri.5. V eri uses PC and S to obtain PC(S), and then V eri uses H to hek thatR(S; PC) is the proof of PC(S), whih means that S respets PC .We an observe that, by following this sheme, V eri an verify that anypermissions stated by C are respeted by Org (more exatly, are respeted bythe exeutable software run by Org). Consequently, we have a method in whihany ULP, expressed in terms of a PC , beomes enforeable by V eri. The PCpermissions an be both \negative", implementing an opt-out approah, and\positive", implementing an opt-in approah. The latter ould be done for someonsideration (e.g. a miropayment) of C by Org.It is important to note that in the proposed sheme there is no need toonsider the owner of the data D: in fat, D on its own is useless beause itan only be used in the ontext of PCs of the di�erent Cs who are desribedby D. We an say that Cs represented in D e�etively own the data aboutthemselves. Another important omment emphasizes the fat that there are twotheorem proving ativities involved in the proposed approah: proof onstrutionis done by Org or the data mining developer, and proof heking is done by V eri.Both have been the topis of ative researh for more than four deades, andfor both, automati proedures exist. In our approah, we rely on an o�-the-shelf solution [10℄ desribed in the next setion. Between the two, the relativelyhard proof onstrution is left as a one-time exerise for Org or for the tooldeveloper where it an be assisted by human personnel, while muh easier andfaster automati proof heking proedure is performed by the proposed system.



Let us observe that V eri needs the dataC jj PC , R(S; PC), and S. S will needto be obtained from the data mining tool developer, and PC an be obtainedfrom C. Only R(S; PC) is needed from Org (aess to B will also be neededfor the purpose of heking L(B;S)). In general, V eri's aess to Org needs tobe minimal for the sheme to be aeptable to Org. In that respet, we anobserve that V eri runs proof heking H on a ontrol basis, i.e. not with everyexeution of B by Org, but only oasionally, perhaps at random time intervals,and even then only using a randomly sampled C. A brief omment seems inorder to disuss the performane of the system with a large number of users,i.e. when A works on a D whih ontains data about many Cs. The overheadassoiated with the proessing many Cs is linear in their number. In fat, foreah C 2 D this overhead an be oneptually split into two parts: 1. the proofheking part (i.e. heking the proof of PC(S)), and 2. the exeution part (i.e.extra heks resulting from C's permissions are exeuted in the ode B). The�rst overhead, whih is the expensive one, needs to be performed only one foreah C involved in the database. This ould be handled in a preproessing run.At the implementation level, H ould behave like an applet that Org down-loads from V eri.3 ImplementationOur urrent prototype implementation uses the Coq Proof Assistant [10℄. Coqimplements the Calulus of Indutive Construtions (CIC), whih is a highlyexpressive logi. It ontains within it a funtional programming language that weuse to express the soure ode, S, of the data mining program examples disussedin this paper. Permissions, PC , are expressed as logial properties about theseprograms, also using CIC. The Coq system is interative and provides step-by-step assistane in building proofs. We disuss its use below in building andheking a proof R(S; PC) of a property PC of an example program S.Our main riterion in hoosing a proof assistant was that it had to implementa logi that was expressive enough to inlude a programming language in whihwe ould write our data mining programs, and also inlude enough reasoningpower to reason about suh programs. In addition, the programming languageshould be similar to well-known ommonly used programming languages. Amongthe several that met these riteria, we hose the one we were most familiar with.3.1 Proof ChekingProof heking is our enforement mehanism, insuring that programs meet thepermissions spei�ed by individuals. In Coq, proofs are built by entering om-mands, one at a time, that eah ontribute to the onstrution of a CIC termrepresenting the proof. The proof term is built in the bakground as the provingproess proeeds. One a proof is ompleted, the term representing the ompleteproof an be displayed and stored. Coq provides ommands to replay and om-pile ompleted proofs. Both of these ommands inlude a omplete hek of the



proof. V eri an use them to hek whether a given proof term is indeed a proofof a spei�ed property. Coq is a large system, and the ode for heking proofsis only a small part of it. All of the ode used for building proofs need not betrusted sine the proof it builds an be heked after ompletion. The ode forheking proofs is the only part of our enforement mehanism that needs to betrusted. As stated, V eri is a generally trusted organization, so to ensure thistrust V eri must ertify to all others that it trusts the proof heker it is using,perhaps by implementing it itself.3.2 Veri�able Link Between the Soure Code and the Objet CodeAs pointed out in Set. 2, the sheme proposed here relies on a veri�able linkL(B;S) between the soure ode and the objet ode of the data mining program.Sine theorems and proofs refer to the soure programs, while the operations areperformed by the objet program, and the soure S and objet B reside withdi�erent players of the proposed sheme, we must have a guarantee that all theproperties obtained for the soure program are true for the ode that is atuallyexeuted. This is not a data mining problem, but a literature searh and personalqueries did not reveal an existing solution, so we propose one here.In a simplisti way, sine V eri has aess to S, V eri ould ompile S withthe same ompiler that was used to obtain B and ompare the result with whatOrg is running. But ompilation would be an extremely ostly operation to beperformed with eah veri�ation of L(B;S). We propose a more eÆient sheme,based on the onept of digital watermarking. S, whih, in pratie, is a rihlibrary struture, ontaining libraries, make�les et., is �rst tar'ed. Then theresulting sequential �le tar(S) is hashed by means of one of the standard hashfuntions used in the Seure Sokets Layer standard SSL, implemented in all theurrent Internet browsers. The Message Digest funtion MD5 [9℄ is an exampleof suh a �le �ngerprinting funtion. The resulting, 128-bit long �ngerprint ofS is then embedded in random loations within B in the form of DO NOTHINGinstrutions whose address part is �lled with the onseutive bits forming theresult of MD5.This enoding inside B will originally be produed by a ompiler, engineeredfor this purpose. Loations ontaining the �ngerprint|a short sequene of inte-ger numbers|are part of the de�nition of L(B;S) and are known to V eri. V erineeds to produe MD5(tar(S)) and hek these loations within B aordingly.The whole proess of heking of L(B;S) an be performed by a speializedapplet, ensuring that B is not modi�ed or opied.3.3 Permissions LanguageThe logi implemented by Coq is urrently used as our language of permissions.More spei�ally, any prediate expressible in Coq whih takes a program as anargument is urrently allowed. Eah suh prediate omes with type restritionson the program. It spei�es what the types of the input arguments to the programmust be, as well as the type of the result. An example is given in the next setion.



3.4 IssuesThe permissions language is urrently very general. We plan to design a languagethat is easy for users to understand and use, and an be translated to statementsof theorems in Coq (or some other theorem prover).As mentioned, a proof in Coq is built interatively with the user supplyingevery step. Having a smaller permissions language targeted to the data miningappliation will allow us to learly identify the lass of theorems we want tobe able to prove. We will examine this restrited lass and develop tehniquesfor automating proof searh for it, thus relieving muh of the burden of �ndingproofs urrently plaed on either the data mining tool developer or Org. Theseautomated searh proedures would beome part of the tools and building bloksprovided by data mining software developers.In our Coq solution desribed so far, and illustrated by example in the nextsetion, we implement soure ode S using the programming language in Coq.We atually began with a Java program, and translated it by hand to Coq sothat we ould arry out the proof. In pratie, proofs done diretly on atualode supplied by data mining software developers would be muh more diÆult,but it is important to keep a onnetion between the two. We would like to morepreisely de�ne our translation algorithm from Java to Coq, and automate asmuh of it as possible. For now, we propose that the data mining tool developersperform the translation manually, and inlude a desription of it as part of thedoumentation provided with their tools.In the domain of Java and seurity, Coq has also been used to reason aboutthe JavaCard programming language for multiple appliation smartards [3℄, andto prove orretness properties of a Java byte-ode veri�er [4℄.4 ExampleWe present an example program whih performs a database join operation. Thisprogram aommodates users who have requested that their data not be usedin a join operation by ignoring the data for all suh users; none of their datawill be present in the data output by the program. We present the program anddisuss the proof in Coq. We �rst present the syntax of the terms of CIC usedhere. Let x and y represent variables and M , N represent terms of CIC. Thelass of CIC terms are de�ned using the following grammar.Prop j Set jM = N j M ^N j M _N j M ! N j :M j 8x :M:N j 9x :M:Nx j MN j [x : M ℄N j x fy1 :M1; : : : ; yn :Mng jCase x :M of M1 ) N1; : : : ;Mn ) NnThis set of terms inludes both logial formulas and terms of the funtional pro-gramming language. Prop is the type of logial propositions, whereas Set is thetype of data types. For instane, two data types that we use in our example are



the primitive type for natural numbers and user-de�ned reords. In Coq thesetypes are onsidered to be members of Set. All the usual logial onnetives forwell-formed formulas are found on the seond line. Note that in the quanti�edformulas, the type of the bound variable, namely M is given expliitly. N is therest of the formula whih may ontain ourrenes of the bound variable. CICis a higher-order logi, whih means for instane, that quanti�ation over predi-ates and funtions is allowed. On the third line,MN represents appliation, forexample of a funtion or prediate M to its argument N . We write MN1 : : : Nnto represent (((MN1) : : :)Nn). The syntax [x :M ℄N represents a parameterizedterm. For instane, in our example, N often represents a funtion that takes anargument x of type M .The term x fy1 : M1; : : : ; yn : Mng allows us to de�ne reord types, wherey1; : : : ; yn are the �eld names, M1; : : : ;Mn are their types, and x is the nameof the onstant used to build reords. For example, a new reord is formed bywriting xN1; : : : ; Nn, where for i = 1; : : : ; n, the term Ni has type Mi and is thevalue for �eld yi. For our example program, we will use three reords. One ofthese reords, for example is the following used to store payroll information.Reord Payroll : Set :=mkPay fPID : nat; JoinInd : bool ; Position : string ; Salary : natg:The Reord keyword introdues a new reord in Coq. In this ase its name isPayroll . The types nat and bool are primitive types in Coq, and string is atype we have de�ned. The JoinInd �eld is the one whih indiates whether ornot (value true or false , respetively) the person who owns this data has givenpermission to use it in a join operation. The mkPay onstant is used to buildindividual reords. For example, if n; b; s; and m are values of types nat, bool ,string , and nat , respetively, then the term (mkPay n b s m) is a Payroll reordwhose PID value is n, JoinInd value is b, et.A partial de�nition of the other two reords we use is below.Reord Employee : Set :=mkEmp fName : string ; EID : nat; : : :g:Reord Combined : Set :=mkComb fCID : nat; CName : string ; CSalary : nat; : : :g:The Employee reord is the one that will be joined with Payroll . The PID andEID �elds must have the same value and JoinInd must have value true in orderto perform the join. The Combined reord is the result of the join. The CID�eld represents the ommon value of PID and EID. All other �elds ome fromeither one or the other reord.In general, how do the di�erent players know the names of the �elds indi�erentDs? Firstly, names of the sensitive �elds ould be standardized, whih ina way is already happening with XML. Alternatively, in a few databases generallyrelied on, e.g. government health reords or driving reords, these names wouldbe dislosed to V eri. In this example, for simpliity we speify exatly what�elds are in eah reord. We ould alternatively express it so that the user'sprivay ould be ensured independently of the exat form of these reords (aslong as they both have an ID �eld, and at least one of them has a JoinInd �eld).



The De�nition keyword introdues a de�nition in Coq. The following de�nes afuntion whih takes an Employee and Payroll reord and returns the Combinedreord resulting from their join.De�nition mk Combined : Employee ! Payroll ! Combined :=[E : Employee℄[P : Payroll ℄(mkComb (EID E) (Name E) (Salary P ) : : :):The term (EID E) evaluates to the value of the EID �eld in reord E. The CID�eld of the new reord is obtained by taking EID from E, CName is obtainedby taking Name from E, CSalary is obtained by taking Salary from P , et.The main funtion implementing the join operation is de�ned in Coq as:Fixpoint Join [Ps : list Payroll ℄ : (list Employee)! (list Combined) :=[Es : list Employee℄Cases Ps ofnil ) (nil Combined)j (ons p ps) ) (app (hek JoinInd and �nd employee reord p Es)(Join ps Es))end:FixPoint indiates a reursive de�nition. We represent the set of payroll reordsin the database using the built in datatype for lists in Coq, and similarly for theother sets. Join takes lists Ps of payroll reords and Es of employee reords asarguments, and is de�ned by ase on the struture of Ps using the Case syntaxpresented above. In general, to evaluate the expressionCase x :M of M1 ) N1; : : : ;Mn ) Nnthe argument x of type M is mathed against the patterns M1; : : : ;Mn. If the�rst one that mathes is Mi, then the value Ni is returned. In this example,Ps is either the empty list (nil) or the list (ons p ps) with head p and restof the list ps. In the �rst ase, an empty list of ombined reords is returned.In the seond ase, the funtion hek JoinInd and �nd employee reord (notshown here) is alled. Note that it takes a single Payroll reord p and the entirelist of Employee reords Es as arguments. It is de�ned by reursion on Es. Ifa reord in Es is found (1) whose EID mathes the PID of p, and (2) whoseJoinInd �eld has value true, then mk Combined is alled to join the two reords.A list of length 1 ontaining this reord is returned. Otherwise, an empty list ofCombined reords is returned. Funtion app is Coq's append funtion used toombine the results of this funtion all with the reursive all to Join.As stated in the previous setion, player C states permissions as a prediatePC that must hold of programs S. In this example, Join is the program S. PCan be expressed as the following de�nition where S is the formal parameter:De�nition P :=[S : ((list Payroll)! (list Employee)! (list Combined))! Prop℄8Ps : list Payroll :8Es : list Employee:(UniqueJoinInd Ps)!8P : Payroll :(In P Ps)! ((JoinInd P ) = false)!:9C : Combined((In C (S Ps Es)) ^ ((CID C) = (PID P ))):



This prediate states that for any payroll reord P with a JoinInd �eld withvalue false , there will be no ombined reord C in the output of the ode S suhthat the CID �eld of C has a value the same as the PID �eld of P .The theorem that is written PC(S) in the previous setion is obtained inthis ase by applying the Coq term P to Join (written (P Join) in Coq). Byreplaing the formal paramter S by the atual parameter Join and expandingthe de�nition of P, we obtain the theorem that we have proved in Coq. Arequest to Coq's proof heking operation to hek this proof is thus a requestto verify that the preferenes of the user are enfored by the Join program.In the theorem, the onstant In represents list membership in Coq. TheUniqueJoinInd prediate is a ondition whih will be satis�ed by any well-formeddatabase with only one payroll reord for eah PID. We omit its de�nition.The proof of (P Join) proeeds by strutural indution on the list Ps. Itmakes use of seven lemmas, and the whole proof development is roughly 300lines of Coq sript. Compiling this proof sript (whih inludes fully heking it)takes 1 seond on a 600MHz Pentium III running linux.5 AeptaneIn a design of a system whih would be used by many di�erent players, loseattention needs to be paid to their onerns and interests, lest the system willnot be aepted. Firstly, individuals C need to be given an easy tool in whih toexpress their positive and negative permissions. In the design of the permissionslanguage, we are taking into aount the kind of data being mined (di�erent Ds),and the shema of proessing (joins, di�erent lassi�ers, et). Initially, a losedset of permissions ould be given to them, from whih they would hoose theirpreferenes. Suh permissions ould be enoded either on a person's smart ard,or in C's entry in the Publi Key Authority diretory. More advaned users oulduse a symboli language in whih to design their permissions. Suh a languageneeds to be designed, ontaining the typial database and data mining/mahinelearning operations.Seondly, who ould be the V eri organization? It would need to be a gen-erally trusted body with strong enough IT resoures and expertise to use aspeial-purpose proof heker and perform the veri�ations on whih the shemeproposed here is based. One ould see a large onsumer's assoiation playingthis role. Alternatively, it ould be a ompany whih makes its mandate �ghtingprivay abuses, e.g. Junkbusters.Thirdly, if the sheme gains wider aeptane, developers of data miningtools an be expeted to provide theorems (with proofs) that their software Srespets the standard permissions that Cs speify and V eri supports. Thesetheorems and their proofs will be developed in a standard language known byboth the developers and V eri; we use Coq as the �rst oneptual prototype ofsuh a language.Fourthly, what an be done to make organizations involved in data mining(Org in this proposal), and tools providers, aept the proposed sheme? We



believe that it would be enough to reruit one large Org and one reognized toolprovider to follow the sheme. The fat that, e.g., a large insurane ompanyfollows this approah would need to be well publiized in the media. In addition,V eri would grant a speial logo, e.g. \Green Data Miner", to any Org erti�ed tofollow the sheme. The existene of one large Org that adheres to this proposalwould reate a subtle but strong soial pressure on others to join. Otherwise,the publi would be led to believe that Orgs that do not join in fat do notrespet privay of the people whose data they ollet and use. This kind ofsnowball model exists in other domains; it is, e.g., followed by TransparenyInternational.6 Disussion and Future WorkThe paper introdues a new method whih implements a mehanism enforingdata ownership by the individuals to whom the data belongs. This is a pre-liminary desription of the proposed idea whih, as far as we know, is the �rsttehnial solution guaranteeing privay of data owners understood as their fullontrol over the use of the data, providing veri�able Use Limitation Priniple,and supplying a mehanism for opt-in data olletion.The method is based on enoding permissions on the use of the data as the-orems about programs that proess and mine the data. Theorem proving teh-niques are then used to express the fat that these programs atually respetthe permissions. This initial proposal outlines the method, desribes its ompo-nents, and shows the detailed example of the enoding. We rely on some of theexisting tools and tehniques for representing the permissions and for hekingthe theorems about the ode that laims to respet them. We also disuss someof the auxiliary tehniques needed for the veri�ation.We are urrently working on a prototype of the system desribed in thispaper. This prototype uses some of the Weka's data mining funtions as A.We translate the permission-implementing modi�ation of the Weka ode intoCIC's funtional language and build the proof that the CIC ode respets thepermission stated above. Coq proof heking then automatially heks that thetheorem about the modi�ed ode is true, whih guarantees that the user's on-straint is respeted by the modi�ed Weka ode. Furthermore, we are onsideringhow the experiene with Weka ould be extended to one of the ommerial datamining systems.A lot of work is left to implement the proposed method in a robust and ef-�ient manner, allowing its wide adoption by data mining tool developers andorganizations that perform data mining, as well as by the general publi. A per-mission language aeptable for an average user must be designed and tested.A number of tools assisting and/or automating the ativities of di�erent playersneed to be developed. Firstly, a ompiler of the permissions language into theformal (here, CIC) statements is needed. Another tool assisting the translationof live ode (e.g. Java) into the formal representation (CIC) must also be devel-oped. Our vision is that with the aeptane of the proposed method suh for-
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